
Thersites 
 
My journalist friend Thersites has been viewing with equal alarm and disgust the 

performances of the English cricket team and American TV's coverage of the Zeus Olympian 

games. Thersites reflects that ABC's behaviour is not and never has been unique. He well 

remembers the time when Boeotian TV was covering the Nemean games, and Alcibiades 

was romping home in the four-horse chariot event. Every Athenian in the land was puce 

with screaming and what happens? They switch over to Catching the Greasy Pig which some 

Boeotian (naturally) was about to win. 

 

Thersites also expressed his sorrow at the demise of the Literary Games which used to be 

such a success, and went quite misty-eyed as he recalled some of the great events and 

competitors of the past. 'Harold' Pindar hurdled brilliantly in the 400-metre Hyperbaton and 

Thucydides was unmatched in the freestyle Anacolouthon. Cicero always performed soundly 

in the springboard events, especially the Ascending Tricolon, but was always liable to strong 

challenge from Plato with the event he made his own-his legendary High Dialectic 

backwards one-and-a-half somersault with three twists and tuck. Pliny excelled in the small-

bore class, Seneca in the Pleonasmus (Heavyweight division) and Horace in the individual, 

freestyle Asclepiad (medley). Ovid was master of the Pentametrathlon. The only weak 

features were Caesar, who usually got an 'iding, Pompey, who lost his head, and Virgil, who 

always seemed to have six feet. 

 

Still, there was plenty of other interesting news in the Tempora, and Thersites thought 

readers might be interested in two items as examples of what he spends immortality 

reading. 

 

LIDDELL AND SCOTT: TOGETHER AT LAST 

 

Liddell and Scott were finally joined in holy matrimony today at a moving Greek orthodox 

ceremony at St P'Aulis' Cathedral. Thousands of cheering particles lined the route – men, all 

wearing ats out of respect, women and a couple of gouns – as the happy couple passed in 

their wedding gar, and as they did so, one could hear for miles around the oun's and ara's 

that went up as other couples joined in, kaipering in the streets and dancing under hos 

pipes. Inside the cathedral the Bishop, assisted by a nun, matched the mood perfectly with 

the following address. He talked of the couple's future, warning that it might seem 

imperfect at times, but both should play active and passive roles in an effort to find the 

perfect middle way, when much happy reduplication would take place and their joy would 

be infinitive. It was imperative they should not place too much importance on genitive 

attraction. Conjugation could make one tense, so they should decline occasionally. 



 

Later the happy couple went on a Mediterranean cruise. Informed sources said they would 

be deeply grabbed by Scylla and Charybdis and might well stop off at one of those one-eyed 

little islands for a cycloping trip. 

 

THE PELOPONNESIAN RIPPER 

 

A god was detained today in connection with molesting a young girl called Danny in a cash-

register office last week. Answering charges under his full name of Zeus Olympios, son of 

Cronus, loud thunderer, he of the wide brows and flashing lightning (a policeman sniggered 

at this), wielder of the thunderbolt , epakrios, epopetes, horios, maimakterios, meilichios, 

xenios, hikesios, phratrios, polieus, soter, teleios, Esq ., he gave his address as 'Broad 

Heavens', Cloudless Sky, Olympos, Greece. When police searched his home, they found a 

swan-suit, a laurel-bush and a number of other disguises, including a shower of gold (with 

jacuzzi), thought to have been used during the cash-register incident. A psychiatrist, Doc 

Miach, said that it was clear Zeus had had a most disturbed upbringing. His great 

grandparents were Chaos and Void, and as a baby he had been submitted to a continuous 

cacophony of bells, trumpets, drums and screams from well-meaning relatives who were 

trying to prevent his father eating him. How would the jury like to be vomited up by their 

old man, he asked? His sex life too had been most unfortunate. Through no apparent fault 

of his own, children kept springing out of his head, and many thought he had sex on the 

brain. 

 

The judge, Mr U. Menides QC, ordered the defendant to be remanded in custody for an 

aeon. 

 

Late news flash: another suspect has been called in, in connection with the Ripper hunt. He 

is a Mr U. Ripides, who appears to have kept intimate diaries of the history of a number of 

women, including Andromache, Hecuba, Medea and assorted Bacchants and Trojan women. 


